
Sound editing

Sound effects

Plays

The recorder owner who does his own sound-
editing and makes up plays gets full enjoyment
out of his recorder. He has found a hobby which
cannot be compared with any other hobby. He
discovers new possibilities all the time, exchanges
experiences with other recorder-owners, finds out
that there is interesting literature on the subject,
joins a tape recording club and from time to time
surprises and amuses his friends with a new
creation. The amateur-filmer, who wants to add
sound to his movies, will often do his own sound
editing and record all kinds of sound effects.
We want to help you find your way in the
fairyland of sound and therefore we are giving
you a few pointers and suggestions.

Sound effects
It is really surprising how a number of sounds
can be faked with simple means. A number of
these effects can be obtained with the human voice
alone (blowing, whistling, etc.) Interesting results
can also be obtained by playing back a recording
at a speed different from the one at which it was
originally recorded. Other examples: crumpling up
paper (fire), shaking a large sheet of tin plate
(thunderstorm), switching a vacuum cleaner on
and off (lift), etc.

Mixing
Plays or other composite programs will often
necessitate the recording of various sounds at the
same time and at different levels.

Mixing of sounds is made possible because your
recorder has separate volume controls for the
microphone on the one hand and the radio set or
record player (or second recorder) on the other.
You use this facility, e.g. for adding announcements
to a program of music. Start out by making a
short test-recording to find out whether the various
sound levels are the right ones. Remember or make
a note of the position of the two volume controls.
When a signal source is not used, always set the
relevant volume control to the least sensitive
position. Also, the sound coming from a radio set
or record player should be prevented from
penetrating to the microphone when the latter is
being used for making announcements. If you use
more than one microphone, we recommend the use
of Philips' mixing box. Wrth this box you can
mix four input signals and this comes in very
handy when recording soloists or sound effects
for plays.

Erasing without recording

Proceed as if you were going to make a recording,
but turn both volume controls to their least
sensitive position.
Use the highest tape speed to erase the tape in the
shortest possible time. It is obvious that only one
track at a time can be erased.

Editing

It will hardly ever be necessary to splice Philips
tape because it has broken. It may happen, of
course, that you will want to cut certain passages
from a tape or that you want to edit your tape
and splice several short recordings together.
When editing a tape, always remember that there
are two tracks on each tape and that editing one
track necessarily means cutting the other track.
Thanks to editing facilities, you may e.g. fake an
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